Are Your Kids Interested In Wildlife?

Sign them up for our Junior Ranger Programme where they will learn all the intricate details about the bush such as animals, birds, spoors, scat, as well as a few urban legends around the trees in the park.

In addition to this, we also offer other interesting activities for the kids including:

A guided educational walk around the lodge – R130 per child (+/- 1 hour)

Casting of a Spoor – R110 per casted print
Kids get to cast their own copy of a track

Extreme birding – R190 per child.
Kids learn how to identify the various birds around the Pilanesberg.

Game Drive – R190 per child.
Kids learn how to read the signs of the bush.

We also have a selection of checklists and activity books for kids. As we want the kids to feel special and to give the parents some time off. These activities are strictly reserved for children aged 4-12 years only.

For more information and to book your spot you can visit our game department. Call (014) 552 6226 or email bakgame@legacyhotels.co.za